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Abstract. The apparent finding of a 125-GeV light Higgs boson closes unitarity of the minimal Standard Model (SM), that
is weakly interacting: this is an exceptional feature not generally true if new physics exists beyond the mass gap found at
the LHC up to 700 GeV. Such new physics induces departures of the low-energy dynamics for the minimal electroweak
symmetry-breaking sector, with three Goldstone bosons (related to longitudinal W bosons) and one light scalar, from the SM
couplings. We calculate the scattering amplitudes among these four particles and their partial-wave projections in effective
theory. For this we employ the Electroweak Chiral Lagrangian extended by one light scalar and carry out the complete one-
loop computation at high energy including the counterterms needed for perturbative renormalization, of dimension eight. For
most of parameter space, the scattering is strongly interacting (with the SM a remarkable exception). We therefore explore
various unitarization methods, that can already be applied to the tree-level WLWL amplitude; we find and study a natural
second sigma-like scalar pole there.
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INTRODUCTION: THE NEW EXPERIMENTAL S(125)
Numerous papers are addressing the issue of strong interactions in the electroweak sector of the Standard Model; this
work leans on [1, 2]. The renaissance of strong beyond the Standard-Model physics (BSM) comes about because the
LHC experiments ATLAS [3] and CMS [4] in Run-I have apparently found [5] a SM Higgs-like boson (that is, a boson
reported to have scalar quantum numbers and couplings compatible with those of a Standard-Model Higgs) but no new
particle [6] up to an energy of about 600-700 GeV (and higher yet for new vector bosons). The mass of the new boson
is reported to be Mϕ ' 125 GeV, of the same magnitude as the gauge boson masses MW and MZ , leaving a mass gap
in the spectrum between Mϕ and 700 GeV.
The presence of such a mass gap naturally suggests that the SM Higgs–like boson is an additional Goldstone boson,
the other ones being the longitudinal components of gauge boson pairs WLWL and ZLZL. There are several models of
new physics which support such an idea, like dilaton models (spontaneous breaking of scale invariance), or a composite
Higgs based on SO(5)/SO(4) or other cosets.
In this work as in [1, 2], we explore the most general effective Lagrangian for
√
s  MW , MZ , Mϕ with the
experimentally known particles which includes those models (and the SM) as particular cases.
Our only separation from full generality will be a counting ansatz: we assume that the Higgs-potential self-couplings
are of order M2ϕ , and thus negligible for s M2ϕ . This assumption is shared by all models of interest at the present
time (and, in particular, those mentioned here), and is our only assumption about the nature of the new physics.
The spectra of the longitudinal components of gauge-boson pairs WLWL and ZLZL are not yet available, but they are
expected to be measured in the next few years, when the LHC runs at 14 TeV.
The hypothetical presence of strong interactions makes electroweak perturbation theory less useful, but the equiv-
alence theorem [7] still applies to the scattering of longitudinal bosons WLWL and ZLZL at high energy (high in the
sense that the energy is high when compared with MW and MH = Mϕ , but not larger than about 4piv ' 3TeV). The
equivalence theorem allows us to substitute the WLWL scattering amplitude for the Goldstone boson-Goldstone boson
one with a controlled error,
T (ωaωb→ ωcωd) = T (W aLW bL →W cLW dL )+O
(
MW√
s
)
. (1)
This theorem applies to any renormalizable gauge and, in particular, to the Landau gauge which is very convenient
when dealing with the Higgs mechanism.
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GENERIC ELECTROWEAK EFFECTIVE LAGRANGIAN AND CHIRAL
FORMULATION
The general Lagrangian for the electroweak SBS at low energies, describing the dynamics of the four light modes
(three ω WBGB and the Higgs ϕ), can be written [2] as
L =
v2
4
g(ϕ/ f )Tr(DµU)†DµU+
1
2
∂µϕ∂ µϕ−V (ϕ) (2)
where g(ϕ/ f ) is, in a general theoretical framework, an arbitrary analytical function,
g(ϕ/ f ) = 1+
∞
∑
n=1
gn
(
ϕ
f
)n
= 1+2α
ϕ
f
+β
(
ϕ
f
)2
+ · · · , (3)
(the often used a and b parameters [8] would be a = αv/ f and b = βv2/ f 2). Here, U is a field on SU(2), with
parametrization chosen as U =
√
1− ω˜2/v2 + iω˜/v (ω˜ = ωaτa). The gauge-covariant derivative is DµU = ∂µU +
WµU −UYµ , the gauge fields being Wµ = −giW iµτ i/2 and Yµ = −g′iBiµτ3/2, inducing the coupling with transverse
modes (which in this work will be neglected, g = g’ = 0). The electroweak-breaking scale is as usual v= 1/(
√
2GF)'
246GeV and f is a new arbitrary dynamical energy scale.
Because no two–Higgs final state has been observed at the LHC, there is no relevant (order O(1)) constraint on β .
However, the available WW data from CMS and ATLAS [9, 10] does constrain α/ f ; at the 2-σ confidence level,
f/α ∈ (225,350)GeV or a ∈ (0.70,1.1) (CMS) (4)
f/α ∈ (185,285)GeV or a ∈ (0.87,1.3) (ATLAS) . (5)
Further (theory-dependent) bounds can be found in [11].
The effective Lagrangian in Eq. (2), when simplified (and assuming g= g′ = 0), becomes
L =
1
2
g(ϕ/ f )∂µωa∂ µωb
(
δab+
ωaωb
v2−ω2
)
+
1
2
∂µϕ∂ µϕ
−1
2
M2ϕϕ
2−λ3ϕ3−λ4ϕ4+ ... (6)
Particular cases would be the SM-Higgs ( f = v, α = β = 1, gi = 0 ∀i ≥ 3, ϕ → H), dilaton models ( f 6= v,
α = β = 1, gi = 0 ∀ i ≥ 3) or SO(5)/SO(4) Minimal Composite Models with α = cosθ/
√
ξ ,β = cos(2θ)/ξ and
sinθ =
√
ξ (ξ := v2/ f 2).
This Lagrangian provides us with the LO tree-level and with the loop part of the NLO ωω → ωω scattering
amplitudes, as well as those of the unitarity-related processes ωω → ϕϕ and ϕϕ → ϕϕ . Near the the chiral limit (or
equivalently at high energy), all the terms in the second line of Eq. (6) are negligible.
At NLO, the most general Lagrangian density has additional tree-level counterterms with four derivatives; provided
that sM2W ∼M2H (chiral limit), the minimum ones that carry out the NLO renormalization are [1]
L4 = a4(trVµVν)2+a5(trVµV µ)2 (7)
+
γ
f 4
(∂µϕ∂ µϕ)2+
δ
f 2
(∂µϕ∂ µϕ)tr(DνU)†DνU+
η
f 2
(∂µϕ∂ νϕ)tr(DνU)†DµU+ ...
whereVµ =DµUU†. These terms should be added to the Lagrangian density in Eq. (2). In this high energy sM2W ∼
M2H limit, simplifying Eq. (2) plus the counterterms in Eq. (7), we recover the one loop-renormalized effective theory
described by
L =
1
2
(
1+2α
ϕ
f
+β
(
ϕ
f
)2)
∂µωa∂ µωb
(
δab+
ωaωb
v2
)
+
1
2
∂µϕ∂ µϕ
+
4a4
v4
∂µωa∂νωa∂ µωb∂ νωb+
4a5
v4
∂µωa∂ µωa∂νωb∂ νωb+
γ
f 4
(∂µϕ∂ µϕ)2
+
2δ
v2 f 2
∂µϕ∂ µϕ∂νωa∂ νωa+
2η
v2 f 2
∂µϕ∂ νϕ∂νωa∂ µωa. (8)
UNITARITY VIOLATION IN PERTURBATION THEORY AND VARIOUS
UNITARIZATION METHODS
The unitarity condition for the exact reaction matrix T˜ , reduces, for massless particles (as applicable when sM2W ),
to
Im T˜ = T˜ T˜ † . (9)
To implement unitarity it is very useful to introduce the partial waves:
tIJ(s) =
1
64pi
∫ 1
−1
d(cosθ)PJ(cosθ)TI(s,cosθ), (10)
where we are denoting by PJ(cosθ) the Legendre polynomials; θ , the scattering angle in the center of mass frame;
and TI , the (custodial) isospin amplitudes. At tree level (and in the region M2ϕ  s), the Lagrangian in Eq. (6) yields
the lowest, scalar (l = J = 0) and weak-isoscalar, partial waves for the scattering processes ωω → ωω , ωω → ϕϕ ,
ϕϕ → ωω and ϕϕ → ϕϕ:
tω(s) =
1
16piv2
[
s(1−ξα2)−ξα2M2ϕ +ξα2
M4ϕ
s
log
(
s
M2ϕ
)]
(11)
tωϕ(s) = tϕω(s) =
√
3(α2−β )s
32pi f 2
+
√
3α2
16pi f 2
[
M2ϕ +
2M4ϕ
s
log
(
s
M2ϕ
)]
(12)
tϕ(s) =
9λ 23
4pis
log
(
s
M2ϕ
)
− 3λ4
4pi
(13)
where the simplified notation ω = 2ω2ω , ωϕ = 2ω2ϕ and 2ϕ2ϕ = ϕ has been used. Of course the SM is
perturbatively unitary, which is a very good approximation since the model is weakly interacting. However, when
a ≡ ξα2 6= 1, the tree level partial wave tω(s) grows linearly at high s. That is, we deal with strong interactions.
Always remembering our kinematic region sM2ϕ , the dominant terms at low energies become:
tω → s16piv2 (1−ξα
2)
tωϕ →
√
3(α2−β )s
32pi f 2
tϕ → 0 (14)
As unitarity is being broken in the presence of beyond SM physics, we need unitarization methods to explore the region
of ∼ 1TeV. For the tree level computations, the K matrix, large N, N/D and IAM methods have been considered and
all the unitarized expressions can be found in ref. [2]. As an example, let us quote the case of the K matrix method.
The unitarized amplitude matrix T˜ would be, in general,
T˜ = T (1− J(s)T )−1, J(s) =− 1
pi
log
[−s
Λ2
]
(15)
And, in particular, the unitarized ωω elastic scattering amplitude t˜ω would be
t˜ω =
tω − J(tω tϕ − t2ωϕ)
1− J(tω + tϕ)+ J2(tω tϕ − t2ωϕ)
, (16)
which, for β = α2 (elastic case), would simplify to
t˜ω =
tω
1− Jtω (17)
Analytically continuing the amplitude to complex Mandelstam-s, a pole on the second Riemann sheet appears, as is
shown in graphs 2 and 3. In graph 4, we have analyzed the motion of such pole upon varying the BSM scale f .
FIGURE 1. On the left, |t| (at tree level, eq. 11) vs. s (TeV2) for f = 2v, β = α2 = 1, λ3 =M2ϕ/ f , λ4 =M2ϕ/ f 2. As seen, the
amplitude for ωω scattering (solid red line) saturates unitarity, and is much larger than that for the ϕϕ channel (dashed green
line) and the interchannel coupling amplitude is smallest (dotted blue line). On the right, |tω | vs. s (TeV2), for f 6= v and without
assuming M2ϕ  s. The violation of unitarity can be clearly seen. (The shaded area is unphysical.)
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FIGURE 2. On the left, |t˜ω | vs. s (TeV2), unitarized with the K matrix method. Λ= 3TeV, µ = 100GeV. From top to bottom, the
lines are f = 1.2, 0.8, 0.4TeV. On the right, Im t˜ω vs. s (TeV2), unitarized with the N/D method. f = 1TeV, β = 1, m= 150GeV.
FIGURE 3. Pole of the scalar ωω amplitude in the second Riemann sheet. Re t˜ω (left) and Im t˜ω (right), unitarized with the large
N method, for f = 400GeV. On the OX axis, s in TeV2.
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FIGURE 4. Motion of the pole position of |t˜ω |, unitarized with the K–matrix method. Mϕ = 125GeV, f ∈ (250GeV, 6TeV).
The highest values of f corresponds to the points near M = 810GeV.
ONE LOOP AMPLITUDES
We have also computed the one loop amplitudes from the Lagrangian in Eq. (8), using dimensional regularization
D = 4− ε . We have checked our results in different limits and also that our results agree with those found in [? ] in
the limit of vanishining light scalar mass.
The complete expressions can be seen in ref. [1]. For the sake of brevity, only the elastic ωω scattering amplitudes
will be shown here. Such amplitudes ωaωb→ ωcωd with isospin indices a, b, c, d, are best organized as
Tω abcd = Tω(s, t,u)δabδcd+Tω(t,s,u)δacδbd+Tω(u, t,s)δadδbc, (18)
where
Tω = T
(0)
ω +T
(1)
ω · · ·= T (0)ω +T (1)ω tree+T (1)ω loop . . . (19)
The tree-level amplitudes T (0)ω and T
(1)
ω tree are
T (0)ω (s, t,u)+T
(1)
ω tree(s, t,u) = (1−α2ξ )
s
v2
+
4
v4
[
2a5s2+a4(t2+u2)
]
. (20)
And the one-loop amplitude T (1)ω loop,
T (1)ω loop(s, t,u) =
1
36(4pi)2v4
[ f (s, t,u)s2+(α2ξ −1)2(g(s, t,u)t2+g(s,u, t)u2)], (21)
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FIGURE 5. One-loop elastic ωω → ωω partial wave amplitudes tω IJ for f = 500 GeV and µ = 1 TeV. We take a non-zero
(positive or negative) a4 or a5. From left to right, |t|ω 00 (I = J = 0) and |t|ω 11 (I = J = 1).
where the following auxiliary functions have been used
f (s, t,u) := [20−40α2ξ +ξ 2(56α4−72α2β +36β 2)] (22)
+ [12−24α2ξ +ξ 2(30α4−36α2β +18β 2)]Nε (23)
+ [−18+36α2ξ +ξ 2(−36α4+36α2β −18β 2)] log
(−s
µ2
)
(24)
+ 3(α2ξ −1)2
[
log
(−t
µ2
)
+ log
(−u
µ2
)]
(25)
g(s, t,u) := 26+12Nε −9log
[
− t
µ2
]
−3log
[
− u
µ2
]
(26)
and in dimensional regularization D= 4− ε the poles are contained as usual in
Nε =
2
ε
+ log4pi− γ . (27)
These divergent terms can be removed by a proper renormalization of the a4 and a5 parameters in the elastic case and
γ,δ and η for the rest of the channels including the scalar field ϕ .
Figure 5 shows two example (the projected scalar-isoscalar and the vector-isovector) perturbative amplitudes.
DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK
Numerous authors have recently studied or revisited effective Lagrangians including a light Higgs boson [12, 13, 14,
15, 16, 17]. Our approach has been to concentrate in the operators necessary for WLWL and ϕϕ scattering at tree-level
and one loop, simplifying the computations by means of the equivalence theorem [18]. Our effective Lagrangian is
general enough to include as particular cases the low-energy representation of dilaton models [19], composite Higgs
models [20], the old electroweak chiral Lagrangian [21, 22] and also trivially the Standard Model [23], and other
conceivable models as long as the couplings λ4ϕ3 and λ4ϕ4 are of order M2ϕ and thus small at large energy. We
explicitly exclude those models where these Higgs self-couplings take large values [24] that require further analysis.
Our ω , ϕ fields are derivatively coupled as befits Goldstone bosons.
We have calculated, in the chiral limit, the unitarized tree-level scattering amplitudes of ωω → ωω , ωω → ϕϕ
and ϕϕ → ϕϕ processes. Several unitarization methods have been used. And we have also computed the one-loop
amplitudes (in the limit g= g′ = 0). We have presented here the elastic ωω amplitude. Where comparable, our results
agree with those of [25].
We are currently unitarizing the one-loop amplitudes also, but the analysis is highly non-trivial, due to the presence
of 8 parameters in the effective Lagrangian (this can be reduced to 7 by rescaling). In any case, strong interactions (that
is, saturation of unitarity) takes place either when β 6= α2, f 6= v or, at one-loop, when the renormalization parameters
are non-vanishing. That this happens at the TeV scale is dependent on the parameter choice, but this can be established
at the LHC from precise low-energy data.
In the tree-level case, there are different regions in our parameter space. For α2 = β , f > v strong elastic interactions
are expected for WLWL, and a second, broad scalar structure analogous to the σ in nuclear physics possibly appears.
We identify a pole at 800 GeV or above in the second Riemann sheet very clearly. However this pole can hardly be
considered a resonance because it is too broad.
Even if f ' v and with small λi, but as long as we allow β > α2, we can have strong dynamics resonating between
the WLWL and ϕϕ channels, likewise possibly generating a new scalar pole of the scattering amplitude in the sub-TeV
region.
And, finally, the MSM remains as an exceptional case of a light weakly interacting Higgs, which is reached at
β = α2 and f = v. Precision analysis at the LHC may reveal departures from this minimal scenario [26].
In that case, new physics in the presence of an electroweak mass gap would very likely imply strong interactions, in
elastic WLWL and inelastic→ ϕϕ scattering.
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